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FEASIBILITY OF A PERMANENT MAGNET EDDY CURRENT TORSIONAL DAMPER

FOR LARGE HORSEPOWER RECIPROCATING COMPRESSORS

MATTHEW B. THORN

ABSTRACT
This study examines a potential compressor package to determine whether a

permanent magnet eddy current damper could feasibly address compressor crankshaft
torsional vibration concerns. This is done by modeling the forced response over a range

of operating speeds using lumped stiffness and inertia values, compressor torque curves,
and varying approximated damper properties. The predicted forced response for the 23

degree of freedom system is found by resolving the equations of motion using
MATLAB’s fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta variable time step routine. Damper
dimensions are estimated based on available space inside the compressor crankcase.

Damper properties are approximated assuming a conducting disc connected to the

crankshaft surrounded by two freely rotating annulus magnetic arrays. Solutions obtained
indicate that for this compressor package a PMEC damper has the potential to reduce

compressor crankshaft vibrations with the effectiveness primarily depending on the

strength of the magnetic field and the area of the conducting disc that interacts with the
magnetic field.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Large horsepower reciprocating compressor packages, like the one seen in figure 1, are

often used in the natural gas and process markets. Each installation will inevitably experience
torsional oscillations of the driveline. The severity of these oscillations will depend on the

operating speed, unsteady torque, torsional natural frequencies, and damping added to the system.
Excessive torsional vibration can damage the crankshaft, coupling, and auxiliary equipment

among other things. Because of this it is often desirable, or necessary, to add damping to the
system in the form of a torsional damper. The most common type being a viscous damper which,

while being relatively cost effective due to its high damping to weight ratio, has some
disadvantages including a limited life span, frequent maintenance, and the possibility of being
overloaded.

A permanent magnet eddy current (PMEC) damper utilizing the magnetic interaction
caused by relative motion between a conductor and permanent magnets could be a viable
alternative. A variable magnetic field in the presence of a conductor induces eddy currents in the

conductor that interact with the magnetic field causing forces proportional to the relative velocity,

1

or damping (Sodano, 2014). If a PMEC damper could produce enough damping, while being
constructed small enough to fit on the compressor crankshaft in the crankcase, its contactless

design could potentially eliminate issues of fatigue and maintenance associated with a viscous
damper.

Figure 1: Example ofa large horsepower compressor package (“Ariel JGK4 and Waukesha ”, n.d.)
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1.2 Scope of Work
The purpose of this study is to model the forced response of a potential compressor

package driveline and access whether a PMEC damper could feasibly address torsional vibration

of the compressor crankshaft. The model will use lumped parameters provided by the driveline
component manufacturers, torque curves calculated by the compressor manufacturer, and
approximated damper properties. The forced response will be calculated at a range of operating
speeds assuming both an undamped and damped system. Further, the damper parameters will be

varied to determine sensitivity to magnetic field strength and moment of inertia.

3

CHAPTER II
Model Development

2.1 Equations of Motion
The compressor package being reviewed consists of a natural gas engine, coupling, and

four throw single stage compressor rated for 2540 Hp. Large horsepower compressor packages
like this typically require a torsional vibration analysis to access the operational reliability of the
driveline. Since this analysis is typically done using a lumped parameter model the engine,
coupling, and compressor manufacturers can readily provide torsional mass-elastic data. This data

is generated by discretizing the components into a series of rotational inertia’s and torsional

#22

springs. The discretized driveline being examined can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 2: Lumped parameter representation of compressor package driveline
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This data shows a driveline represented by 22 different rotational inertias (one value at each
station) and 21 torsional springs in a series allowing it to be modeled as a 22 degree of freedom

system. The compressor is represented by stations 11 through 22, while the engine and coupling
are represented by stations 1 through 10.

Assuming an undamped system, the equations of motion can be found by summing the
forces at each station resulting in:

[/]0 + [K]0 = T

Where:
0 is a 22x1 vector 0j(t) describing the angular displacement of each mass

T is a 22x1 vector Tj(t) describing the torque acting on each mass.

[/] Is a 22x22 diagonal inertia matrix
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Within the compressor crankcase there is limited room for a damper to be installed.

Therefore, the magnetic damper will be modeled at the end of the crankshaft, where the
compressor manufacturer provides space for an internal flywheel or a viscous damper. With the

PMEC damper installed the system becomes a 23 degree of freedom system whose equations of
motion can again be found by summing the forces on each moment of inertia
E/]ë + [C]Ó + [K]0 = T

where:
[C] is the damping matrix and CPMEC is the coefficient of damping associated with the magnetic

damper.
(7i
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-CpMEC
^PMEC .

The only torques acting on the system will be assumed to come from the compressor

throws and a resultant force will be placed on the engine side of the driveline (Station #1). This
results in a torque matrix in the form.
rrR,i

0

T=

71,15
72,16
0
73,20
74,21
0
0

Where
TR 1is the resultant torque acting at station #1

Tn,i is the torque caused by throw n at station #i

The numerical simulation of the time response for the damped system will assume that all stations
are initially at rest. Two state variables will then defined by y1(t) = 0(t) and y2(t) = 0(t) so

that y1(t) = y2(t) . Then multiplying each side of the equations of motion by [J]-1 yields

coupled first-order vector equations
M) = y2(t)

M) = -WWt) - [/]-1[c]y2(t) + [J]-1T(t)

This equation can then be written into a single first-order equation
XO =Xy(t) + f(t)
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Where A is the state matrix given by

A =

0
-[/]-1[*]

i
-l/]-1[c].

And

y(t)

.yAO. ;

f(t)

.U]-1T(t).; y(0)

[0]

Once the equations have been rearranged into the state space form MATLAB’s Runge-Kutta 4th

and 5th order solver will be used for an accurate approximation (Inman, 2014).

2.2 Cylinder Torques
The torque required by the compressor comes from two primary sources: torque

developed through compression of gas in the cylinder and torque resulting from the piston, rod,

and crosshead assembly masses being reciprocated. The inertial torque will increase linearly with

increased reciprocating mass and at the square of the speed. An example of this torque can be
seen in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Inertia only torque at 900 RPM

The gas force can be found by examining the compression cycle of both the head end

(HE) and crank end (CE) of a double-acting cylinder like the one in figure 4. In general, the basic
compression cycle of a reciprocating compressor is relatively simple and consists of four main
events: expansion, intake, compression, and exhaust. The cycle can be analyzed using a PT

diagram like the one in figure 5. At zero degrees the piston is at inner dead center (IDC) and the
volume inside the CE is at a minimum and all valves are closed. The piston then moves towards

outer dead center (ODC) increasing the volume and decreasing pressure in the CE cylinder. This

expansion continues until the pressure decreases below suction pressure and the suction check

valve opens allowing gas to be taken into the cylinder. As the piston approaches ODC (1800 ) the
suction valve closes trapping gas in the bore. The piston then reverses direction moving towards

IDC decreasing the volume and increasing pressure in the cylinder until the bore pressure exceeds

discharge pressure. At this point, the discharge valve opens allowing gas to be exhausted from the
cylinder. As the piston approaches IDC the discharge valve closes and the piston reverses

direction starting the cycle over again. The HE cylinder follows the same pattern but phased 180
9

degrees. The net force on the piston can be found by multiplying the pressure on the CE by the
area of the CE and adding it to the HE pressure times HE piston area. This force can then be

multiplied by the half the stroke to find the torque on the crankshaft. An example of a torque
curve can be seen below in figure 6. While the basic compression cycle can be described

relatively simply the pressure profiles can vary drastically depending on gas properties, cylinder
geometry, load step, valve geometry, bottle geometry, and line pressures among other things. This
makes it necessary to contact the compressor manufacturer for accurate predictions of compressor
torques

Figure 4: Example ofa double acting cylinder (“Engineering Cartoon ”, n.d.)
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Figure 5: Pressure vs. crank angle for throw 1 at 900RPM

Figure 6: Torque as a function of crank angle for each throw and the combined torque
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2.3 Eddy Current Damping
Circular electric currents are produced in a conductive material when exposed to a time

varying magnetic field. These electric currents, or eddy currents, in turn create a magnetic field in
the conductor that opposes the magnet according to Lenz’s law. One application of this
phenomenon is a permanent magnet eddy current brake which is commonly used in applications
such as roller coaster and elevator braking. Marc Thompson in his paper “Permanent Magnet

Electrodynamic Brakes Design Principles and Scaling Laws” lays out some basic equations that

can be used to approximate the magnetic braking force of conducting fin traveling between two
permanent magnet arrays. A rough sketch of the linear magnetic brake he modeled can be seen in
figure 7.

Figure 7: Sketch of a linear permanent magnetic brake (Thompson, n.d.)

At low speeds Thompson concludes that the braking force can be approximated by:

Fb,iow =

1

ATv

bBI°

Where
Bgis the magnetic induction in the air gap

a is the electrical conductivity of the plate
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A is the area of the plate in the air gap

T is the thickness of the plate
v is the plate velocity.
The braking force would then reach a maximum at a velocity of:
2
Vpk = 5£f

Where
^ is the magnetic permeability of the plate

At higher speeds, the magnetic drag force will be reduced, and it is therefore necessary to add the
term (Thompson, n.d.)
„ =

2''
pk V2 + vp)k

This study seeks to use these same basic design principles to determine if a conducting

disk connected to a crankshaft then sandwiched between two annulus magnetic arrays that can
freely rotate could be used to reduce torsional vibration of large horsepower reciprocating

compressor. A rough sketch of this device can be seen in figure 8. Note: that the device should be
designed so both sides of the annulus magnet array are connected with opposing magnetic poles
facing each other and the whole connected magnet array allowed to freely rotate.

At constant rotational velocity, the magnetic array would follow the conducting disc.

However, any non-constant rotational velocity would increase the electromagnetic force between
the magnetic array and conductive disc, which combined with the magnetic arrays’ inertia, would

oppose the oscillatory motion absorbing kinetic energy and dissipating it as heat.
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Figure 8. Sketch oftorsional PMEC damper

Using the design principles laid out by Thompson combined with the relation for

tangential velocity v = wRe, and torque T = FRe where w the angular velocity, Re is the
effective radius and F is the electrodynamic force results in the following equations for peak
angular velocity, peak torque, and torque as a function of angular velocity.
2
w = --------pk opTRe

1
Tpk = -BlaATv^i}kR2
e

..^
‘
‘pk w2 + w

The damping coefficient is then simply the toque divided by the angular velocity
2wpk
CPMEC = Tpk w2 + w2k

Where w is the relative speed of the conducting disk to the magnet array. This equation reveals
that higher at higher angular velocities the damping coefficient will decrease at the square of the

14

speed making the damper less effective at damping higher frequency vibration. A curve
illustrating this can be seen below.

Frequency

Figure 9: Damping coefficient as a function of frequency.

To increase effectiveness, the damper design will need to maximize the peak torque by

maximizing the magnetic induction, area, and effective radius (Thompson, n.d.). The magnetic
induction in the gap will be limited by the strength of the magnets and how close they can be

placed to the disc, while the area and effective radius will be limited by the space available inside
the compressor crank case.

The non-constant damping changes the linear differential equations in section 2.1 to

nonlinear and for the driveline being reviewed, with a damper placed at the auxiliary end of the
compressor crank shaft, the relative angular velocity becomes 1923 — 9221. Where 923 is the
angular velocity of the magnet array and 922 is the angular velocity of the disc connected to the

crankshaft at station #22. This transforms the damping matrix into:
0
Tpkwpk
(923 - ¿22)2 + w2k
0

15

0
1
1

1
1

CHAPTER III
Parameters

3.1 Natural Frequencies, Mode Shapes, and Critical Speeds
Ariel Corporation has provided torsional mass-elastic data which represents a potential

natural gas engine driven compressor package (see table 1). Using this data, the natural
frequencies and mode shapes were found by solving for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors using
MATLAB. The first four undamped mode shapes are plotted in figure 10. Of these modes only
the first three will have undamped natural frequencies within the 24 orders of run speed

recommended for review by the compressor manufacturer.
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Table 1: Torsional Mass-Elastic data

Torsional Mass-Elastic Data

Engine:

Waukesha L7044
Rexnord 750 CMR

Coupling:

Compressor:

Ariel KBK/4
Polar Moment of

Inertia

Torsional Stiffness

Station #

(lb- in2)

Spring #

(lb-in/rad)

1

19134.5

1

2.27E+06

2

11921.6

2

5.99E+07

3

1078.1

3

1.11E+08

4

9430.9

4

1.16E+08

5

9430.9

5

1.08E+08

6

9454

6

1.16E+08

7

9430.9

7

1.16E+08

8

9430.9

8

1.44E+08

9

180338.4

9

1.62E+08

10

19067

10

2.63E+09

11

885.8

11

2.35E+08

12

1060

12

1.79E+08

13

3562.2

13

1.74E+08

14

3334.2

14

1.79E+08

15

1187.8

15

1.91E+08

16

1269.2

16

1.99E+08

17

1187.8

17

1.79E+08

18

3597.7

18

1.74E+08

19

3593.4

19

1.79E+08

20

1060

20

2.54E+08

21

1129.6

21

4.00E+06

22

5092
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Figure 10: Undamped natural frequencies and mode shapes

Critical speeds to be evaluated will include any speed, within the desired speed range, in

which one of the 24 orders of run speed is at the same frequency as the one of the first three

natural frequencies. These speeds can be visualized using the interference diagram in figure 11
and are explicitly stated in table 2. Additionally, 31 other speeds, for a total of 40, will be
evaluated at intervals of 10 RPM through the 900 -1200 operating speed range.
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Operating Speed (RPM)

Figure 11: Interference diagram

Table 2 Critical speeds from interference diagram

Critical Speed (RPM)

Mode

Harmonic

908

2nd

17x

964

2nd

16x

1029

2nd

15x

1031

1st

6x

1055

3rd

24x

1101

3rd

23x

1102

2nd

14x

1151

3rd

22x

1187

2nd

13x
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3.2 Torque Functions
As mentioned in section 2.2, reciprocating compressors can operate over a wide range of

pressure conditions, speeds, and loading configurations. Within the scope of this analysis, it is not

feasible to examine every possible load step and pressure condition that the unit will see during
operation. Instead, a single pressure condition and load step will be used at a range of speeds. The

operating speed will be varied from 900 to 1200 RPM for which the compressor manufacturer has

provided torque curves for speeds of 900, 1000, 1100, and 1200 RPM. Torque curves for all other
speeds will be found through interpolation of the provided curves. A plot of the manufacturer

provided torque curves for a throw at each speed can be seen in figure 12. This unit will operate
as a single-stage compressor with identical reciprocating weights on each throw leading to the

predicted torque curves for all throws being equal other than the throw phasing. Throws 3 and 4
will be phased 90 degrees form throws 1 and 2 to match the crankshaft geometry.

Figure 12. Torque vs. crank angle at multiple speeds
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At each speed being reviewed the torque effort curve for each throw will be transformed
into a function of time using 24 orders of a Fourier series such that the torque at throw n, station i,

and at time t is given by:
24

Tn,i(^) = a0 +

^ [ak cos(kwt) + bksin (kwt)]
k=1

And the combined torque seen by the engine is:
TRA(t) =^TnA(t)

Figure 13 shows the torque for each throw and the combined torque while figure 14 shows the
magnitude of the throw torque harmonics and the combined harmonics for a speed of 1200 RPM.

Figure 13: Torque as a function of crank angle at 1200 RPM
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Harmonic Order

Figure 14: Magnitude of torque harmonics

3.3 Damper Properties
The initial damper design will use estimated dimensions based on utilizing all the

available space in the crankcase at the auxiliary end of the crankshaft. Additionally, the

conducting disc will be modeled assuming a 1/8” thick copper which has a high electrical
conductivity increasing the damping coefficient. With the initial dimension and disc properties
selected the peak frequency can easily be calculated.
The magnetic induction acting on the conducting disc is a relatively complex calculation

and will not be calculated directly. Instead, three different magnetic induction values of 1.0 T, 0.5
T and .25 T will be used to calculate three different peak torques. The highest value represents the
upper limits of a neodymium magnet, one of the strongest widely available permanent magnets. It

is worth noting that the magnetic field density follows the inverse square law and all designs
should seek to minimize the distance between the conducting disc and magnet array. The direct

22

influence of this was not directly calculated and instead should be taken into the design once the

effectiveness of the damper at each peak torque is determined. Additionally, the magnet array will
require shielding to reduce any interaction with the steel crankcase. This would most likely be in

the form of a steel backing attached to the back of the magnet array that can rotate freely. The

design of the shielding is outside the scope of this analysis, but two rotational inertias will be used

to gain insight into how added mass affects the forced response. A summary of the initial damper
properties, based on the above assumptions, can be seen in table 2.

Table 3: Approximated damper properties

Conducting Disc
Material:

Copper

Thickness (in):

0.125

Effective Radius (in):

7.25

Magnet Array Approximations

Area (in2):

433

Maximum Magnetic Field Strength (T):

1.0

Damper Properties Being Evaluated

Maximum Peak Torque (lb.-in):

4.50E+05

Intermediated Peak Torque (lb.-in):

1.13E+05

Minimum Peak Torque (lb.-in):

2.80E+04

Largest Moment of Inertia (lb-in2):

5092

Smallest Moment of Inertia (lb-in2):

509.2
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Chapter IV
Results
The numerical simulation was run at each of the 40 operating speeds for three rotations
with the highest RPM 0-pk value being extracted from the last rotation. The maximum RPM 0-pk

for each station is plotted in figure 23 for the largest and smallest damper peak torque. This shows
that the damper was most effective at stations at stations closer to the damper. At station 22, the
damper location, the largest peak damper torque and largest magnet array inertia reduced the

maximum vibration over the speed range from 34 to 10 RPM 0-pk. This same damper
configuration was ineffective at reducing vibration in the engine/coupling portion of the driveline

(stations 1-10). However, every damper configuration modeled showed noticeable vibration
reductions along the compressor crankshaft, stations 11-22 (figure 24). The higher rotational
inertia led to larger vibration reductions. This effect was more pronounced at higher values of

peak torque.

24

Figure 15: Maximum vibration across the speed range with the largest damper rotational inertia

Figure 16: Maximum vibration across the speed range along just the compressor crankshaft.
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In addition to extracting the peak vibration from the last rotation, a 24 order Fourier
transform was performed on the last rotation and the magnitude of the harmonics tracked. This

was then plotted against the harmonic frequency for stations 1, 10 and 22 and can be seen in
figures 25 to 29.
The engine end of the driveline, station 1, showed a strong response at the first natural

frequency (103 Hz) and no noticeable response to the other modes for all configurations tested.
The coupling, station 10, showed a large response to the first mode at 103 Hz and a smaller

response to the second mode at 422 Hz. The response to the latter mode was effectively removed

for the largest and intermediated values of peak torque and slightly reduced for the smallest value.
This was true for both magnet array damper inertias. The response of station 10 to the first mode

was essentially unchanged for every configuration tested.
The auxiliary end of the crankshaft, station 22, showed a minor response at 103 Hz, a

large response at 422 Hz and no noticeable response at the second natural frequency (257 Hz).

With the largest peak torque and rotational inertia, the damper reduced the magnitude of response
at 422 Hz from over 20 RPM 0-pk to below 1. With the largest peak torque and smallest

rotational inertia, the vibration response at 422 Hz was reduced to below 4 RPM 0-pk. With the
smallest peak torque, the response at 422 Hz was reduced by approximately half with both values

of inertia. The driveline shows no large response to the second mode (257 Hz).
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Figure 17: Frequency response ofstation #1 with the largest damper inertia

Maximum Damping

Figure 18: Frequency response ofstation #10 with the largest damper inertia
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Undamped - Station #22

Figure 19: Frequency response ofstation #22 with the largest damper inertia

Figure 20: Frequency response ofstation #10 with the smallest damper inertia
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Undamped - Station #22
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Figure 21: Frequency response ofstation #22 with the smallest damper inertia
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Chapter V
Conclusions
The results generated though this work indicate that for the driveline and the PMEC

damper examined, it is feasible that an eddy current damper could reduce torsional vibrations of
the compressor crankshaft. The effectiveness of this damper primarily depends on the strength of
the magnetic field and the area of the conducting disc. The stronger the magnetic field, and the

larger the area of the disc that it acts on, the higher the damping coefficient and the greater the

reduction in vibration. The moment of inertia of the freely rotating magnetic array also plays a
role in vibration reduction with a larger value increasing the damper effectiveness. Finally, mode
shapes with large oscillations close to the damper were reduced more than mode shapes with the
largest oscillations farther from damper. For the driveline analyzed this means that the damper

would be more effective at reducing oscillations that occurs around 422 Hz than it would be at
reducing first two mode shapes.

5.1 Future Work
Future work on the PMEC damper should include increasing the accuracy of the damping
coefficient prediction, examining different damper geometry/locations, magnetic shielding, and

reviewing different compressor configurations and load steps. Among other factors, the damping
coefficient prediction employed in this work did not factor in the distance from the magnets to the
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conducting disc. If the prediction accounted for this, it would reduce the number of magnetic field
strengths that needs to be analyzed, and thereby increases the accuracy of the initial design

constraints.
The damper geometry reviewed was purposely kept simple to determine feasibility, but

more exotic geometries could be examined. Possibilities include fixing the magnet array to the

crankshaft and allowing the disc to rotate freely or arranging the magnet array in a tube shape the
rotates around the crankshaft axially. Furthermore, only one location on the crankshaft was

reviewed for the damper location. This location was used as it provided the most space inside the
compressor crankcase, but it may be possible to use smaller dampers at different locations to

dampen different modes. Whichever geometry or location is included, further work should
include magnetic shielding in the analysis. This would help to provide confidence that none of the

electronic devices would be affected by the magnetic flux coming from the damper and assist to
determine the initial designs moment of inertia.
As mentioned in section 2.2, large horsepower reciprocating compressors operate in a

wide range of conditions with load steps changing regularly; that could alter the torque curve
drastically. For this specific compressor configuration, load steps and conditions resulting in large

20-24x harmonics should be examined to better understand how effective the PMEC damper is at
reducing the 3rd mode shape. In a broader sense, different drivelines should be examined as the

device’s effectiveness may depend on what frequency excites the location where the damper is

located.
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